




Wine  i s  an  a c t  o f  g ra t i t ud e ,

t oward s  na tu re  who  c rea t e s  i t ,

t oward s  mank ind  who  t a s t e s  i t .

Win e  i s  an  a c t  o f  l o v e .

La Viarte has the honour to accomplish it . 



Before the tasting, before the harvest, before the vines... 
before everything, there is respect. 

Respect for the land, for the wind, for the woods, for the 
men and women who came before us. Wine is uncondi-
tional respect for the past. Of course research, innova-
tion and enthusiasm drive our actions and are pivotal to 
the growth of our winery. But we make wine, that’s our 

mission and our passion.
Our wine stems from the respect for our ponca (soil 
made of stratified marl and sandstone from the Eocene 
epoch), our soil, which is between 38 and 58 million ye-
ars old and has nurtured the autochthonous grapevines 
grown here in the Oriental Hills of Friuli for millennia. 
It is with this heritage and from these traditions that 
our winery was founded in 1973. Since then Viarte has 
grown from strength to strength, our team has grown 
with it, our commitment to excellence in winemaking 

will never change. 

WINE IS UNCONDITIONAL
RESPECT FOR THE PAST



Our wine is of the finest quality because we have true 
passion for nature. This isn’t an empty statement. Our 
vineyard extends over 34 hectares, of which only 22 are 
occupied by grapevines. The rest is woodland, pure and 
simple. When we started the company we decided to keep 
the land that came before us intact, to maintain a balance, 
to respect life, to actively work with the land in our daily 
life. The woodland has become our most capable and 

experienced worker and partner. 
And that’s not all. We always cultivate the grapevines in a 
way that guarantees maximum quality. We scrupulously 
follow the EEC programme aimed at drastically reducing 
the use of pesticides and fertilizers in agriculture. What’s 
more, all the products we use to guarantee healthy vines 
and a balanced wine are the most ecological on the mar-
ket and are administered in minimal doses using careful-

ly controlled distribution methods.

WOODLAND IS 
THE BEST FARMER



A SINGLE SHARED TARGET

The passion we commit every day in our wines is the con-
sequence of sharing a common project made by Wine and 
People. Created in compliance feeded in an hard, harsh, 
difficult territory but at the same time capable of great 

satisfactions. 



For some years now, we have successfully been pio-
neering a new approach to vineyard management, 
which entails enhancing ecological sustainability 

through improved agronomic techniques. 
Chemical weed control methods have completely 
been replaced by a mechanical approach that defini-
tely benefits the biodiversity of the vineyard’s ecosy-
stem – which includes everything from the fauna to 

the microorganisms of the soil. 
Pest control and pathogen control require us to ri-
gorously comply with the principles of integrated 
agriculture, by eliminating all products that have 
an unsafe ecotoxicological profile for humans and 
the environment, and preferring instead biological 

systems. 
We have also adopted practices to preserve the na-
tural fertility of the soil. We use green manure and 
different cover crops depending on the particular 
needs of the vineyard and soil, in order to enhance 
biodiversity and nutritional balance. The wonderful 
variety of clover, hairy vetch and annual legumi-
nous blooming attracts lots of bees – the sign of a 

high-quality environment. 

Innovative practices for rational management of 
organic-fertilisation are also implemented; for 
example, infrared sensors are deployed to assess the 
health of the plants and automatically control and 
regulate where and in which quantity apply the fer-

tiliser.  
We basically follow accurate agronomic practices, 
which are mostly done by hand, from vine pruning 
to supervising every cluster, and from the budding 
of the plants to the harvest. Practices that allow the 
vines to naturally find an ideal balance with their 

surroundings. 
Finally, we apply a strict selection of the grapes to be 
used in the winemaking, by separately har vesting 
the same variety grapes from the various areas, in 
order to achieve only the best quality from each vi-

neyard. 
In our pursuit for the highest expression of typicity 
in our wines, we will always do our utmost possible 
to reach the perfect balance between the vines and 
the soil, also by progressively adopting totally orga-

nic farming and vineyard management.

NATURAL BALANCE
BETWEEN THE VINES 

AND THE SOIL



PASSION FOR 
QUALITY

The vine is a demanding companion that rewards de-
dication with sweetness of colour, strength of character 
and a bright nature. The bunch of grapes is intimacy, the 
most sincere part of the vine. It only gives the best when 

it feels nurtured and protected, just like us. 
Tight-knit arrangements of up to 7,000 plants/hecta-
re on grass, unilateral Guyot-training system with 5/6 
shoots and carefully measured pruning to maintain low 
yields (average yield 60 q/ha) all allow for a constant le-
vel of quality and make the fermentation process simple 

and natural.
We harvest strictly by hand in two or three steps. Plant 
after plant, bunch after bunch, we scrupulously select 
each single fruit and place it carefully in small boxes. 
This facilitates transport and avoids excessive amounts 

of fruit, which could trigger undesired fermentation.
This is quality.



We believe that innovation only goes together with 
respect for the environment. This environmentally 
aware approach led us to become one of the first in 
the field of winemaking to pursue the ISO 14001 

certification. 
This scrupulous level of attention towards our land 
has led us to be selected to take part in an innova-
tive project promoted by the Council for Research 
and Experimentation in Agriculture (CRA) and the 
Ministry for Agricultural, Food and Forestry Policy.
Via the CRA - La Viarte project, we propose to trial 
new natural procedures that, by combining preci-
sion survey tools and techniques, allow for the ef-
fective management of the hydro-nutritive balance 
of vital soils in order to encourage natural fertility.

Thanks to our knowledge and expertise, we can 
guarantee greater harmony between the irrigation 
capacity of our systems and the characteristics of 
the soil, we can automatically manage supplemen-
tary irrigation times and methods and we can bet-
ter regulate the amount of organic soil conditioners 
and fertilizers used. All this benefits natural fertili-

ty, which is then ref lected in our wines.

INNOVATION TO SERVE
THE ENVIRONMENT



LAND BORN 
TO GROW VINES

Wine is born from the land, and our land is particular-
ly suitable for making top-quality wine. You’ll find us in 
Prepotto, a small village found in an area which, we think, 
is the most beautiful in the world: the Oriental Hills of 
Friuli. This is a hilly DOC area characterised by ponca, 
marly and arenaceous soil which is particularly well-sui-

ted to growing vines.
Prepotto runs along the Judrio Valley, following the tor-
rential Judrio river, which marks for a long stretch the 

border with Slovenia. 
The valley, which is very narrow and mountainous in the 
north, helps to hinder the cold and dry Balkan winds that 

contain natural aggressive fungal diseases.
Our vines can be found in the adjacent hilly area at an 
altitude of between 80 and 180 metres. Here the tempe-
rature range foster the health of the plants and the suite 
of aromas in the grapes. This is our territory: a unique 

environment for an unforgettable wine. 



Open the window and watch our cheerful, meticulous 
staff at work among the vines. Look up and lose yourself 
in the rolling hills that dominate the horizon. Breathe in 
the smell of the woods. Go outside for a walk and disco-

ver and touch the damp, soft and rich earth.
If your senses need regenerating, just stay with us for 
a few days. You will find the perfect balance with the 
unique countryside of the Fruili Oriental Hills and the 
hospitality of our accommodation, equipped with all the 

comforts you need for an unforgettable stay.
We have four comfortable double rooms with bathroom 
and television and our staff are on hand to satisfy your 
every need. But for us a warm welcome is more than that. 
True hospitality is the ability to communicate the love 
we have for the environment we live in. Because a tourist 

visits a place, while a guest experiences it. 

HOSPITALITY



Wine tasting at La Viarte is an all-round sensory expe-
rience which begins with the storytelling of the territory, 
the surrounding woods, the vineyards and the passion 
with which winegrowers make the best of what Nature 
has to offer. The renovated tasting room at La Viarte, is a 
space where time is relative, and where immerse oneself 
in the sensory bliss we, who live in this little corner of 

paradise, experience every day.

WINE TASTING



WINE IS AN ACT OF LOVE

Real love is acting for something more important than 
ourselves, this is a real expression of what we love. Loving 
wine, just like loving a person, can be difficult. It means 
doing everything so that it grows, from the vine to the 
bottle, under the best circumstances so it displays all its 
qualities. Fermentation is a natural phenomenon and we 
have the sole but fundamental role of accompanying the 
grapes in expressing themselves. Always with care, dedi-

cation and knowledge.



AUTOCHTHONOUS

Friulano

Friulano Liende

Ribolla Gialla

Pignolo Riserva

Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso

Schioppettino di Prepotto

Tazzelenghe



Tocai Friulano has been grown in Friuli for centuries. So well has it adapted to climate and soil that it yields 
wines with a very territorial character at every vintage. Our Friulano vineyards have always confirmed this, 

making it one of the most important wines on our list. 
Appearance: vibrant, brilliant straw yellow. Nose: deep, harmonious and richly aromatic. Palate: dry on entry 
and at the back, structured yet soft-textured with the distinctive personality imbued by a favourable growing 

year that comes through in the almondy after-aroma.

Friulano Liende is made with select fruit from more than one of our oldest and finest varieties; the different 
maturation periods and winemaking processes allow us to craft a wine which is both the expression of 
tradition and innovation. We have indeed decided to bottle a wine that is bound to become a “Legend”, or as 

we like to call it “Liende”.
Intense straw yellow. The aroma is powerful, to a certain degree creamy, with notes of hedgerow and apple 
complemented by the typical hint of bitter almond. Good body and structure combined with a distinctive 

varietal character and excellent mouthfeel.

FRIULANO
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

FRIULANO LIENDE
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

Autochthonous Autochthonous

VARIETY  Tocai Friulano 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  150 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Off the skins with softcrushing and fermentation  
 in steel at 16°C

MATURATION  7 months on the fine less in steel tanks and then  
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1975 / 1976 / 1979 / 1982

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a bread-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Charcuterie, savoury tarts, filled pasta dishes,   
 baked fish dishes, semi-fat cheeses. Pairs very well  
 with San  Daniele DOP prosciutto, ravioli with  
 spring greens and smoked ricotta, trout in foil   
 with olives and capers, DOP Montasio cheese

VARIETY  Tocai Friulano 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  150 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  After soft pressing the grapes are fermented  
 without skins in stainless steel tanks at 16°C. A   
 small portion of juice is fermented in barriques

MATURATION  7 months on the fine less in steel tanks and then  
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1975 / 1976 / 1979 / 1982

First Vintage 2015

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a bread-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Charcuterie, savoury tarts, filled pasta dishes,  
 baked fish dishes, semi-fat cheeses.    
 Wonderful when paired with San Daniele DOP   
 prosciutto, ravioli with spring greens and smoked  
 ricotta, trout in foil with olives and capers, DOP   
 Montasio cheese



Documented from 1299, Ribolla Gialla may well be Friuli is most ancient vine type. It has been particularly successful 
on poor, dry, hill-country soil. The clusters and characteristically alabaster yellow berries are large in size.

Appearance: brilliant straw yellow. Nose: broad, assured and distinctive, delicious fragrances of soapwort. 
Palate: dry, fresh and confidently full-bodied with attractive varietal acidity to offset the excellent structure.

RIBOLLA GIALLA
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

VARIETY  Ribolla Gialla 100% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  120 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Off the skins with softcrushing and fermentation  
 in steel at 16°C

MATURATION  7 months on the fine less in steel tanks and at   
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1976 / 1979

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact 

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Appetisers and first  course dishes with vegetables,   
 salami and sausages, molluscs, delicate grilled,  
 poached or baked fish, fresh creamy cheeses. It   
 perfectly complements frittata with catchfly shoots, or  
 sclopit as it is locally called, risottos or creams with  
 tender green shoots, branzino carpaccio, steamed sea 
 bream with hollandaise sauce

The Pignolo grape has been known since the 12th century and, like all Friulian varieties, has risked 
extinction. For us, it is a uniquely characterful wine that unveils its deeply satisfying allure after the long, 

patient maturation necessary to bring out its charm and elegance.
Appearance: intense ruby red shading into purple. Nose: full, pervasive and fruit-led with notes of morello 
cherry, plums, black pepper and lashings of delicious espresso coffee. Palate: dry and full-bodied with a swath 

of harmonious forest fruits preserves, truff le and aromatic spice fragrances, signing off with a note of tar.

PIGNOLO RISERVA
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

VARIETY  Pignolo 100% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  90 and 160 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on   
 Eocene marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Vinification in open wooden barrels, with 
 frequent manual punching

MATURATION  In barriques for 24 months, then in bottle for   
 least  2-3 years about, before release to market

Year Planted 1984 / 2001

First Vintage 1997

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Single guyot

Planting Density 5.500 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with scrupulous bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 18°C in a broad-rimmed balloon glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Game meat first course dishes, spicy stuffed roasts,  
 roast lamb, game meat, fatty and ripe cheeses. 
 Excellent with roast leg of lamb, venison fillet with  
 blueberries, braised beef cheeks, Sardinian DOP   
 Fiore cheese

Autochthonous Autochthonous



An ancient wine whose origins can be traced back at least to the 14th century. Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso 
has adapted perfectly to the Friulian environment and has outstanding varietal typicity even in cooler zones. 

The vine requires poor soil.
Appearance: intense, almost garnet, ruby red with purple highlights. Nose: heady, sincere and assertive with 
characteristic hints of forest fruits. Palate: dry, impressively fresh and pleasingly tannic with lots of character.

REFOSCO
DAL PEDUNCOLO ROSSO

D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

VARIETY  Refosco dal peduncolo rosso 100% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  70-120 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene  
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are macerated on the skins for 15 days  
 at controlled temperatures of 25-28°C  with 
 frequent pump-overs

MATURATION  In French oak barriques for 12 months then in   
 bottle for least 20 months, before release   
 to market

Year Planted 1983 / 2006

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact 

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 / 6.800 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 16-18°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Complements red meat first course dishes, 
 game stew, red meat roasts, ripe cheeses. Ideal   
 with pappardelle pasta with roe deer ragout, fillet  
 with mustard crust, wild boar in salmì, aged  
 Ragusano cheese

The birthplace of Schioppettino is the Judrio river valley in Italy and Slovenia. Schioppettino favours elegan-
ce and equilibrium over power yet displays remarkable ageing potential.

Appearance: garnet red with purplish-ruby highlights. Nose: heady, with distinct notes of briary fruit, ra-
spberries, blueberries and cypress wood. A characteristic waft of green pepper lifts the elegant palette of 

aromatics. Palate: dry and fresh-tasting with good structure and an assertive personality.

SCHIOPPETTINO
DI PREPOTTO

D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

VARIETY  Schioppettino 100% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali , subzone   
 Schioppettino di Prepotto

POSITION  90-140 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene  
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are macerated on the skins for 15 days  
 at controlled temperatures of 25-28°C  with  
 frequent pump-overs

MATURATION  In barriques for 12 months,then in bottle for least  
 12 months, before release to market

Year Planted 1982 / 2004 / 2005 / 2006

First Vintage 1986

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact 

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 / 7.000 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 16-18°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS Filled pasta dishes and risottos with game  
 ragout, stews, fatty fish served with sauces, ripe  
 cheese. Excellent with ravioli stuffed with roast  
 beef, risotto with Castelmagno cheese, glazed  
 duck, alpine style Casera cheese from Valtellina

Autochthonous Autochthonous



Tazzelenghe is a very tannic wine with such high acidity. Despite its roughness in youth, Tazzelenghe mellows 
and gains elegance with prolonged ageing and after a few years acquires a very distinctive personality. It’s a 

wine that generously rewards those who know how to wait.
Appearance: deep purple-f lecked red. Nose: broad and appealing, with wafts of chocolate, tobacco and cherry 

preserve. Palate: dry and mouthfilling with assertive extract and nice roundness.

VARIETY  Tazzelenghe 100% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  90 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene marl  
 and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are macerated on the skins for 15 days   
 and fermented at controlled temperatures of 25-28°C

MATURATION  In new oak barriques for 12 months and then least  
 in bottle for 30 months

Year Planted 1983 / 2006

First Vintage 1990

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 18°C in a very broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Pastas au gratin with game ragout, pot-roasted and  
 oven roasted poultry, ripe cheeses. Try it with  
 pheasant crepes, hare in pepper sauce, kidney with  
 garlic and parsley, lamb stew, Pecorino cheese from  
 Crete Senesi near Siena in Tuscany

TAZZELENGHE
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

Autochthonous

INTERNATIONAL

Chardonnay 

Merlot Riserva

Cabernet Riserva

Pinot Grigio 

Pinot Bianco

Sauvignon

Sauvignon Liende



One of the world’s most planted white grape varieties, it originated in the Burgundy region and was introduced 
in Friuli in the mid-nineteenth century. The incredible variety of aromatic components of this wine translates 

into different f lavours and aromas depending on the soil and microclimate of each vineyard.
Bright, deep, straw-yellow colour. Aromas of ripe fruit with hints of vanilla. Dry with a vibrant fruity acidity,  

it is pleasant in the mouth. It has a great structure and a pleasant lingering finish.

CHARDONNAY
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Chardonnay 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  Vineyard located at 90 m a.s.l, on east south-east  
 facing Eocene marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  After soft pressing, the grapes are fermented   
 without skins in stainless steel tanks at a   
 controlled temperature between 16-18 °C

MATURATION  The wine ages on the lees for 8 about months and  
 for a further month in the bottle, before being   
 released

Year Planted 1982

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Grassing between the rows and effective irrigation

Pest Control Low environmental impact integrated pest control

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small crates, with bunch selection

Temperature  Serve at 10-12° C in a large, wide-bowled glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Complements risottos, creamy vegetable soups,   
 consommé, egg-based dishes, grilled fish, poultry  
 roasts and makes a good aperitif

A generous variety on all soil types, and probably the easiest of all to grow, but it is only where the combination  
of vine, territory and site climate is optimal that Merlot yields truly thrilling wines.

Appearance: brilliant, deep ruby red. Nose: heady and pervasive, with signature violets and morello cherries.  
Palate: dry, full-bodied and headily alcoholic, alluringly herbaceous, assertive character.

MERLOT RISERVA
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Merlot 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  70 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene marl  
 and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are macerated on the skins for 15 days  
 at controlled temperatures of 25-28°C  with  
 frequent pump-overs

MATURATION  In French oak barriques for 12 months, then  least  
 in bottle for 20 months, before release to market

Year Planted 1983 / 2000

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact 

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000/5.500 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 16-18°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Hearty fresh pasta and crepes, roast pork and lamb,  
 charcoal-grilled red meats, semi-hard cheeses. Ideal  
 with Tagliatelle alla Pitina and radicchio rosso,   
 stuffed pork loin, Gran fritto alla Piemontese,   
 Pecorino Toscano cheese



One of the world’s best-known, most widely planted vines. The berries are a distinctive, very dark blue with 
an elegantly herbaceous f lavour that comes through in the character of the wine.

Appearance: brilliant ruby red with purple highlights. Nose: broad, pervasive, faintly herbaceous, highly 
individual. Palate: dry, full, firm and uncompromising with excellent structure and remarkable character.

CABERNET RISERVA
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Cabernet Franc 50%, Cabernet Sauvignon 50%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  60 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene marl  
 and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are macerated on the skins for 15 days  
 at controlled temperatures of 25-28°C  with  
 frequent pump-overs

MATURATION  In French oak barriques for 12 months, then least  
 in bottle for 20 months, before release to market

Year Planted 1983

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 16-18°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  White meat with hearty sauces, oven baked and   
 grilled meat, hard pressed cooked cheeses.  
 Perfectly complements crepes with poultry ragout,  
 veal stew, and smoked chicken wings with   
 tabbouleh. Stretched pairing: with grilled eel on  
 the spit   

The variety, which originates from a bud mutation of Pinot Nero, prefers cool climates and has been firmly 
established in the hills of Friuli. The cylindrical cluster is tightly packed and the berries are sometimes 

squeezed so hard they burst.
Appearance: lustrous straw yellow. Nose: confident, assertive, typically f loral aromatics. Palate: dry, holds 

together well, appealing hint of bitterness.

PINOT GRIGIO
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Pinot grigio 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  80-160 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Off the skins with softcrushing and fermentation  
 in steel at 16°C

MATURATION  7 months on the fine less in steel tanks and then  
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1977 / 1978 / 1995

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Spicy charcuterie, warm vegetable starters, pastas,  
 risottos and soups with vegetable and legumes,   
 white meat dishes and grilled fish, semi-hard  
 cheeses. Excellent with seafood salads, savoury   
 pumpkin tart with Montasio cream, sweet pepper  
 and anchovy skewers  



A wine that impresses for its outstanding finesse and a distinction already ref lected in the shape of the bunch 
with its small berries sporting a characteristic black dot. Pinot Bianco grown in the hills of Friuli is noted for 

its elegance and longevity.
Appearance: pale straw yellow, star-bright Nose: fresh and fruit-forward with a f loral bouquet. Palate: dry, 

good palate-pleasing fruit, characterful, attractively balanced after-aroma.

PINOT BIANCO
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Pinot bianco 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  160 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Off the skins with softcrushing and fermentation  
 in steel at 16°C

MATURATION  7 months on the fine less in steel tanks and then  
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1975 / 1976 / 1982

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Charcuterie, crustacean based starters and  
 first course dishes, cheeses with f lowered   
 crust. Excellent with smoked salmon with dill   
 sauce, scampi alla Busara, cream of cannellini   
 beans topped with baby octopus, Taleggio cheese

The grape’s restrained aromas emerge in all their glory during fermentation but Sauvignon’s true greatness 
is its harmony, as colour, nose and palate come together in a unique wine experience.

Appearance: straw yellow with translucent greenish highlights.
Nose: intense, very characteristic aromatics with distinct notes of bell pepper, tomato leaf and clary sage. 
Palate: dry, intense, satisfyingly aromatic and full with an excellent structure and clear nose-palate harmony.

SAUVIGNON
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Sauvignon 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  120 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Off the skins with softcrushing and fermentation  
 in steel at 16°C

MATURATION  7 months on the fine lees in steel tanks and then  
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1978 / 1979 / 1995

First Vintage 1985

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000/5.500 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Goes well with spring greens frittata, warm   
 crustaceans, risottos or creams with vegetables,   
 fatty fish dishes, and fresh creamy cheeses.  
 Intriguing with Fontina cheese souff lé with mixed  
 green leaves salad, creamy borage soup, smoked   
 salmon with dill sauce, Brie de Meaux



Liende in Friulian means legend. We only present this wine in the best vintages. In particular, Sauvignon 
Liende is made with select fruit from our most vigorous Sauvignon grape vines aged over 35 years. The diffe-

rent harvesting periods ensure astonishing complexity.
Straw yellow with greenish highlights. The mouth pleasingly confirms the nose, it stands out for its great 

structure and roundness complemented by good acidity and remarkable length.

SAUVIGNON LIENDE
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

International

VARIETY  Sauvignon 100%

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  120 m a.s.l., east south-east facing on Eocene   
 marl and sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  After soft pressing the grapes are fermented   
 without skins in stainless steel tanks at 18°C.  
 Ageing: it remains on its noble lees in stainless   
 steel tanks for seven months, then rests in the  
 bottle for a month before release

MATURATION  7 months on the fine lees in steel tanks and then  
 least 1 month in bottle before release

Year Planted 1978 / 1979 

First Vintage 2013

Vineyard Mgmt. Planting Grassed

Pest Control Integrated low environmental impact

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Planting Density 3.000/5.500 vines/ha

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with bunch selection

Temperature  Serving temperature 10-12°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Excellent as an aperitif, complements raw fish   
 appetizers, oysters and sea truff les, steamed fish  
 dishes served with or without sauces, mushroom   
 based dishes, mushroom creams and velouté soups

BLENDS

Arteus

Siùm

SPARKLING

Rosè Brut

GRAPPA

Grappa Tazzelenghe



Is a wine that offers new, undreamt-of emotions, “Dreams” to savour in the glass and conserve in the memory. 
Loftdrying enhances and concentrates the f lavours but it is the fusion of the grapes that make it unique. Siùm 

lends extra significance to the concept of synergy.
Appearance: seductively brilliant amber yellow. Nose: stylish, broad bouquet, big but not unfocused. Nuts, apri-
cots, nectarines, dates and honey alternate against a subtle backdrop of citrus and tropical fruits. Palate: an 

alluring weave of surprisingly delicate yet intriguingly pervasive sensations.

SIÙM
D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

Blends

VARIETY  Picolit 50%, Verduzzo Friulano 50% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION D.O.C. Friuli Colli Orientali

POSITION  Grassed vineyards planted an average of 30 years  
 ago, east south-east facing on Eocene marl and   
 sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  Drying reduces the weight of the fruit by 50-55%,  
 after which the bunches are softpressed in   
 December. Fermentation is carried out entirely in  
 French oak barriques in cellars with a temperature  
 of about 15°C. This very slow process enables the  
 two musts to fuse together into a single, great wine

MATURATION  The wine obtained is left in contact with the lees  
 for another year, acquiring softness and complexity.  
 Bottling takes place 2 years after the harvest and  
 the wine spends at least 1 year in glass before   
 release to market

First Vintage 1994

Training System  Modified double-arched cane and guyot

Harvest Method By hand in small cases with selection of the   
 bunches in several passes to pick the fully ripe fruit  
 on each occasion

Temperature  Serving temperature 10°C in a broad-rimmed glass

WINE PAIRINGS  Spoon desserts, cake with dried fruit, foie gras,  
 green veined cheeses. Special when paired with  
 nougat crispy wafer with Marsala wine   
 zabaglione cream, foie gras in apple sauce and 
 saffron, Sbrisolona cake with hazelnuts, green   
 veined cheese aged on Ramandolo vine leaves

“This wine originated from a desire to stand out of the crowd and truly display the terroir. Varieties that have now beco-
me distinctive of the Friulan land and its sun, expressing the true heart of our region. Balance, elegance and complexity 
characterise its organoleptic expression. This wine does not want to be different, but to enhance its distinctive nature.” 

Gianni Menotti
Straw yellow, Aromas range from ripe fruit, candied fruit, dried f lowers and lemon cream. Creamy and 
complex. It starts off tart and evolves soft and velvety with a long finish. It has a good structure and body, 

supported by a pleasant acidity.

ARTEUS
I.G.T. Venezia Giulia

Blends

VARIETY  Riesling Renano 40%, Chardonnay 40%,  
 Tocai Friulano  20%

DENOMINATION I.G.T. Venezia Giulia

POSITION  Vineyards located at between 150 and 180 m   
 a.s.l., East south-east facing on Eocene marl and  
 sandstone hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are fermented without skins after soft  
 pressing. Fermentation is carried out in stainless  
 steel tanks at 16° C. A little portion ferments in   
 barriques. The three varieties are crafted   
 separately and eventually assembled

MATURATION  The wines remain on the lees in the stainless steel  
 tanks and barriques for 7 months, and stabilise in  
 the bottle for at least 1 month before release

Year Planted 1975/1976/1979

First Vintage 2015

Harvest Period Second ten days of September

WINE PAIRINGS Crustaceans, fresh egg pasta and pastas 
 au gratin, oven baked fatty fish or with  
 tomato sauce, white meats, roasted suckling   
 pork, fat cheeses and important charcuterie.   
 Delightful with Culatello di Zibello prosciutto,   
 Catalan style lobster, tagliolini pasta with mullet  
 and saffron, pistachio and thyme roast rabbit.   
 Intriguing with spicy dishes typical. of ethnic cuisine



It is limpid and crystal clear. The nose is concentrated with fragrant, upfront varietal aromas. 
In the mouth it is balanced with nicely persistent f lavours.

GRAPPA TAZZELENGHE

Grappa 

VARIETY   At the base there are the ripe grapes of our rare  
 and precious Tazzelenghe.  The fresh, moist   
 pomace is collected and left to ferment   
 until distillation 

ARTISANAL
DISTILLATION Distillation is carried out in traditional   
 discontinuous eight copper pot stills. A f low of   
 steam is blown into the pot to extract the varietal  
 volatile aromatic substances from the pomace.   
 The alcoholic vapour passes through the 
 distillation column, which enables the  
 concentration of the aromas. It then f lows into a  
 coil immersed in cold water where the aromas   
 are condensed. Cold filtration is carried out  
 to preserve the aromas

First Vintage 2018

Note Serve in small tulip-shaped grappa glasses at 10-12°C

ALCOHOL CONTENT 40% vol.

BOTTLING 0.50 cl bottle

“Rosè is the new Black”, this is the tagline that accompanied the crafting of La Viarte’s new wine; a sparkling 
rosé produced from  Schioppettino, a wonderful native variety of Friuli Venezia Giulia.

Delicate pink with golden highlights. Well-orchestrated wide range of aromas with delicate notes of red berry 
fruit. Fresh tasting with a pleasant sweet finish.

ROSÈ BRUT

Sparkling

VARIETY  Schioppettino 100% (autochthonous)

DENOMINATION Brut Rosè Sparkling Wine 

POSITION  Vineyard located at 90 m a.s.l., east south-east   
 facing on marly-arenaceous hillslopes

WINEMAKING METHOD  The grapes are fermented without skins after soft  
 pressing, divided into different batches depending  
 on the levels of pressure. Fermentation takes   
 place in stainless steel tanks at 16-17°C

MATURATION It remains in the bottle for at least a month   
 before release

FERMENTATION 60 days in large pressurized tank, Martinotti-  
 Charmat method

Year Planted 1982

Vineyard Mgmt. Grassed vineyard

Pest Control Low environmental impact integrated pest control

Training System Modified double-arched cane and Guyot

Planting Density 3.000 vines per hectare

Harvest Method By hand in small crates, with bunch selection

Temperature Serve at 7-8°C

WINE PAIRINGS  This wine complements fish starters, branzino   
 carpaccio seasoned with thyme and orange zest,  
 bittersweet sword fish, and sautèd clams; it also  
 couples well with caprese salad, bruschetta   
 pizzaiola, vegetable soup and light pasta and rice  
 dishes.



Az. Agr. La Viarte
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